
 



 
 

 

 

This guide will point you in the right 
direction to learn how to use your own 
skills, resources, and expertise to fight 
human trafficking. 
We always say, study the issues, be a voice, and make difference.  If you do not study the 
issues first, you may actually say or do the wrong thing and unintentionally do harm.  In 
this guide, you will learn what human trafficking is, how to spot it and report it. We will 
also introduce important prevention principles and give you a framework for fighting 
human trafficking right where you are.  
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1 
Know What It Is 
There are a lot of misconceptions about what 
human trafficking is.  
 
Let’s start with what Human Trafficking is not. It is NOT smuggling people across 
borders.  That is a common misconception.  One reason we use the word “trafficking” is 
to align with other international crimes associated with illegal sales that bring 
tremendous harm such as Drug Trafficking and Weapons Trafficking.  
 
The means used to traffic a person is part of how the crime is defined. It answers the 
question How was the person trafficked? There are three common elements, force, fraud, 
and/or coercion.  The purpose is to profit through a commercial sex act or labor. We will 
look at one example of sex trafficking and one example of labor trafficking.  
 

Sex Trafficking 

Maria (not her real name), a 17-year-old from Russia who was desperately looking for a 
job to support her widowed mother and younger brother. When she saw an ad for work 
in Greece, she went to the interview and filled out the application. Think about applying 
for a job.  The applicant gives all their personal information.  Maria was happy she was 
chosen and told her mom she would send half of her earnings to them and save half to 
go to nursing school.  
 
 On the appointed day, she met the  travel coordinator  at the train station and turned over 
her legal travel documents along with several other girls. When they reached the Greek 
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border, each girl was put in a separate room. Maria explained that after just a few 
minutes, four men dressed in police uniforms (not necessarily because they were police, 
but as part of the breaking down process) rushed into her room and gang raped her. 
Before dawn, the Madam took her downstairs where someone was waiting. An envelope 
changed hands, her ankles, wrists and mouth were duct taped and she was hidden in 
the false bottom of the trunk and driven into Greece where brothel owners purchased 
her.   
 
She was moved from brothel to brothel for more than twenty months. She was told that 
if she ran away, they had her address and would go and get her younger brother to take 
her place.  The traffickers used three means to traffic her. They used fraud, they offered a 
job that did not exist. They used force, she was brutalized. They used coercion, they 
threatened to abduct her brother.  
 

Labor Trafficking 

Another story shows how debt bondage is used. A father in a village in Mexico did not 
have the money to buy medicine for his son.  Someone came to his village and told him 
there was a job in California, but the father did not have the money to pay the “coyote”, 
the smuggler to get him across the border so he could work to buy what his son needed. 
The man told him that he would take him anyway, and the father would pay the 
smuggling fee off after he started working.   
 
When he arrived, he was staying in a crowded room with many other workers and 
everything they ate or needed, like toothpaste or soap, was charged to their account. 
When payday came, they took what he had earned for the interest on the loan, his living 
expenses, and there was nothing to send to his family.  
 
He realized he would never pay off the debt. He was trapped. He did not understand that 
this is form of trafficking. He didn’t think anyone would help him. He just thought it was 
his own fault for believing the recruiter. It was not actually smuggling, because the victim 
was under the control of the trafficker after they crossed the border.  
 
Smuggling is a crime against the government. Human Trafficking is a human rights 
violation.  
 
Trafficking can happen in the same city or from one country to another country. 
Ultimately, it is about greed.  Someone is making money by exploiting another human 
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being for labor or commercial sex. When someone is recruited, transported, obtained or 
harbored using force, fraud, or coercion to be sold for commercial sex or used for labor, 
that is human trafficking.  
 
People without options are the most vulnerable, especially to fraud.  Someone offers 
them a job and they go willingly, not like the abduction we see in movies. Sometimes it 
looks like a person who is taken across a border with the offer of a job but finds 
themselves trapped in debt bondage working, but the “pay” goes to pay the growing 
high interest loan they made to get to the “job”.   
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2  
Know How to Spot It and 
Report It 
 

What does human trafficking look like? If 
you’re imagining a Hollywood action scene 
like in the movie,  Taken , you would miss 
most human trafficking cases.  
Human trafficking doesn’t often look like the pictures you see in media. You may see 
victims every day.  Consider Shyima, a child maid trafficked from Egypt to Irvine, 
California.  She cleaned the house, cooked, and took care of the younger children.  People 
saw her at the park watching over twin boys.  They saw her in the neighborhood taking 
the trash out to the street once a week.  She wasn’t bruised or tied up and locked in a 
room.  But she didn’t speak English and avoided talking to people. She was school age, 
but never went to school. She wore hand-me-down clothes, not like the other members 
of the family in the $1.6 million home in a gated community.  Shyima’s story is on 
PODCAST 73   
 
Movies and human trafficking event posters often present a false picture of human 
trafficking. Anyone who sees someone in chains, would immediately call the police. The 
restraints that control a human trafficking victim are more subtle, psychological and 
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invisible. Human trafficking victims are less obvious and may look like a mom, an uncle, or 
a younger sister.   
 
When someone doesn’t look like they are able to leave their work because someone else 
is controlling them, they seem fearful of the person in charge and do not appear to have 
freedom of movement, it may be trafficking. The observer should call the National 
Human Trafficking Hotline The person answering the hotline call will walk you through 
the information they need to help determine if it may be a case of trafficking.   
 
Be careful to note the surroundings like main streets and landmarks, but do not intervene 
on your own. Your call may contribute more information to other calls with similar details 
and help in starting an investigation.  Not every call results in a case.  The hotline 
receives approximately 100 calls every day. Putting up posters with the hotline phone 
number and text number in community and transit areas may be seen by a trafficking 
victim.  Last year 23% of texts were from victims themselves.  
 
The easiest case to identify is when you see a youth under the age of 18 being sold for 
commercial sex, either in a motel, on the street, at a strip club or in online pornography. It 
is automatically human trafficking and law enforcement does not have to prove force 
fraud or coercion. They can arrest the trafficker and provide help for the victim.   
 
If you suspect someone at the local nail salon is a trafficking victim, you can call the 
National Human Trafficking Hotline  at 888.3737.888. There is also a TEXT number 
233733 or BEFREE. Cards are available with these numbers which can be given out 
when doing outreach in vulnerable areas.  
 
It is important not to approach a possible victim if it may put the victim in danger.  If the 
person is a sex trafficking victim, the trafficker may see you give her the card and wait 
until you are gone to take it away.  She may be punished for even talking to you.  If the 
victim is a labor trafficking victim in a restaurant, for example, it is also important to be 
aware of putting the victim in danger.   

Warning: If something is happening right 
now and someone is in danger, call 911.  Do 
not intervene.   
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3 
Know the Best Ways to 
Rescue 
 

Rescue from human trafficking is 
complicated.  When people hear the word 
rescue they imagine kicking down doors to 
free the slaves within, or secretly finding 
victims and sneaking them out one by one. 
But the reality is much more complicated.   
 
There are two factors that cloud the issues. Many times, victims of human trafficking do 
not realize that they are victims.  In labor trafficking, there may be cultural and 
generational patterns of slavery that have been accepted as fate. Sometimes, foreign 
victims in United States are from circumstances like that and do not realize that anyone 
will defend their human rights. They spend years in our communities as though they 
were invisible.  There are no doors to knock down, but walls of ignorance and 
exploitation must be taken down.  
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Trauma bonding is another complication in effecting an actual rescue. Just as we learned 
in helping victims of domestic violence leave their abusers, it often takes multiple 
attempts before the victim is truly free of the exploitative relationship. 
 
Podcast 91  explains how to build a strategy based on the Stages of Change. One 
survivor told me that “Those groups come in and rescue us, but in 90 days we’re 
supposed to be ‘fixed’ and the program is over. Where do we go without a job, a family, a 
home?” Her question was generous, some rescue organizations have no plan for 
aftercare except to take them to another organization’s shelter, which may be full or 
under resourced.  She continued by explaining, “That’s why we go back to the ‘family’ we 
know even though it is abusive and exploitative, it’s where we have a place. We belong.”  
 
Many organizations have quit using the word rescue and instead make plans to  recover 
victims. Strategic planning must include safety for the victim, the rescuers, and the 
community around them.  There must be a safe place secured for immediate care and 
assessment with plans for long term aftercare resources for approximately two years.   
 
Podcast 129  interviews a child welfare social worker who strategically built a professional 
community to prepare for recovery of child victims of commercial sexual exploitation. The 
plan began with training within child welfare, social services, and law enforcement long 
before any victims were rescued.   
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4  
Know How to Prevent It 
 

No one can do this alone!  The frontline is 
insidious.  Some people think the frontline is 
in a brothel, but that is only one.  
 
The frontline is in your grocery store.  After I shared the Sweat and Toil APP (iPhone or 
Android) in  Podcast 110 , one of the moms told me she started using it when she was 
shopping. She showed her 3-year-old daughter some bananas and they looked up the 
country on the label. It said children were used for forced labor.   She  put the bananas 
back and said, “we’ll get apples today.”  We know it isn’t that simple, the apples may be 
from the US, but labor exploitation or trafficking also happens here. Nevertheless, it is a 
place to begin to teach justice in everyday choices.  
 
It is important to understand the difference between the role of warnings in prevention 
and the role of protection and practice in prevention.  Let’s take dental decay as an 
example.  You can warn children that if they eat lollipops they will get cavities in their 
teeth. We can even create a red flag poster with the foods that cause the most cavities.   
 
However, we know that small children do not have the developmental ability to 
understand the connection between sugar and a toothache. So, we follow a simple 
public health model. We predict what will cause harm. We develop a strategy to protect 
from that harm. Then we practice that strategy until it becomes a habit.  
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Step 1: Predict that eating lollipops contributes to tooth decay. 
Step 2: Protect by brushing your teeth regularly. 
Step 3: Practice by teaching children to protect their teeth before they understand why.  
 
The same is true for protecting children from commercial sexual exploitation. The 
frontline may be in a shopping mall or on a computer screen. Prevention includes 
protecting children and youth from recruitment and exploitation.  Podcast 52  teaches how 
to Predict, Protect, and Practice keeping children safe from predators and traffickers. 
 
To continue the dental decay metaphor, let’s go a step further.  Just brushing your teeth is 
good, but we learned that keeping the enamel strong was also important.  In other 
words, we predicted that weakened enamel increases the risk of dental decay.  Cities 
add fluoride to water; toothpaste manufacturers add ingredients designed to strengthen 
enamel as well.   
 
In  Podcast 109  we reviewed the ingredients in strengths building that protect children 
from exploitation.  These are called developmental assets.  Some are external and some 
are internal.  A community plan to prevent CSEC must include a plan to build stronger 
children.   
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5  
Know How to Fight It 
 

We must fight human trafficking together! 
Everyone can do something.   
 
When I visited an ancient palace on the island of Crete, I took a picture of a  Pithari , a jar 
in the palace pantry that was so huge, I could stand up in it!  It was used to take oil and 
grain down the steep stairs into the kitchen. There were no cranes, so they designed the 
Pithari with handles all over it – near the top, all over it and 
even close to the bottom.   
Can you imagine it?  Everyone could find a handle to help 
carry the load. We need the same thing. Everyone can find 
a place to fight human trafficking. We can build a 
comprehensive plan built on the 4 P’s that include 
Prevention, Protection, Prosecution and Partnership 
discussed in  Podcast 7 .  We have already talked about 
some of the ways we can work together.  
 
When the Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA) was 
passed in 2000, it generated new awareness of human 
trafficking and the need for community education. 
However, as we study the patterns of human trafficking 
and slavery, it is not simply a matter of rescuing victims.  
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Intervention requires careful planning for aftercare. As this movement grows, it is 
imperative that efforts are sustainable and follow best practice models that ensure the 
safety and well-being of the volunteers, as well as the victims.  
 
The TVPA-authorized the annual global Trafficking in Persons Report offers guidance for 
community engagement in anti-trafficking, using the Four P’s model: prevention, 
protection, prosecution and partnership.  
 
This model identifies professional and community roles for an effective response to 
human trafficking. each community group or a faith based organization must make a 
careful assessment of expertise and resources to provide a sustainable and consistent 
compassion response that respects the intersection of public and private roles.  
The concept of engaging in the community to work together across agencies and 
organizations is a biblical pattern of salt and light. It is also a wise use of limited 
resources. One organization, one church may not have the resources to set up a 
residential care facility, but it can provide volunteers and even pro bono professional 
services, such as counseling, or English instruction for international victims. 
 
Together is the best strategy to winning this battle. When I first began working against 
human trafficking in Athens, Greece, my colleague, Kalliopi Pagoni, threw up her hands 
and declared “this is alike an octopus. As soon as you have one leg trapped, another leg 
wraps around your head.”   
 
Keys to collaboration include respect for the various partners’ expertise and resources. 
Podcast 111  provides expert tips on working together. No one can do it all.   
 
Law enforcement needs victim services in the most spectacular rescues imaginable. 
Prevention requires a community engagement plan. Protection and aftercare for victims 
entails long term commitment of significant resources. Who can do it all?  No one.   
 
We must study the issues, be a voice, and come together to discover our part in the 
battle. Ending Human Trafficking is here to serve to educate and build a community of 
knowledgeable practitioners on the frontline. Everyone can do something. You can start 
here with  Podcast 150:  What do I need to ask ? 
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Thanks for reading our quickstart guide to 
ending human trafficking! 

 
Don’t forget to subscribe to the Ending Human Trafficking podcast on iTunes or wherever 
you listen to podcasts. For more information, please check out  Ending Human Trafficking : 

Top Ten Episodes  and  Department of Homeland Security - Blue Campaign . 
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